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Deformity and a Triad of Intervertebral Disc, 
Spinal Cord and Skeletal Muscle in Swine

Abstract
Background: Knowledge of spinal deformity in swine remains still fluxional. 
Although pathologic reports of swine cases with neuromuscular spinal deformity 
are scarce, it is important to elucidate from the comparative viewpoint whether 
the development of spinal deformity in pigs is correlated with pathology of the 
spinal cord and/or skeletal muscle. In addition, intervertebral disc degeneration 
may be a complex process, but structural changes occurring in the deteriorated 
disc tissue is not fully explored.

Methods and findings: To evaluate a reciprocal relationship between spinal 
deformity and a triad of intervertebral disc, spinal cord, and skeletal muscle, a 
preliminary histopathologic study was conducted on 6 pigs (6 months of age) with 
thoracic kyphosis (1 case), lordokyphosis (1 case), or lordosis (4 cases). Annulus 
fibrosus between deformed vertebral bodies showed degeneration characterized 
by the occurrence of varying degrees of microcyst-like spaces, giving rise to an 
appearance of microcavitation or microporosity (6 cases). Focal necrosis was 
recognized in the annular matrix (4 cases). Chondrocytes showed positive labeling 
with the TUNEL assay, indicating apoptosis (6 cases). In addition, thoracic and 
lumbar segments of the spinal cord exhibited a minor extent of myelinated nerve 
fiber degeneration with no specific tract involvement in the white matter (6 cases). 
The muscle overlying the deformed spinal column had no significant changes.

Conclusions: Determining whether the structural changes observed in the annulus 
fibrosus played a primary role in the development of vertebral deformity or were 
secondary to mechanical overlord generated by the spinal deformity would require 
further investigation of deformed vertebral bodies. It is likely that myelinated 
nerve fiber alteration in the spinal cord was correlated with spinal deformity that 
gave mechanical damage to the spinal cord. The histopathologic findings observed 
in this small study may serve as a reference when studying deformities of the 
thoracic spinal column in humans.

Keywords: Annulus fibrosus; Apoptosis; Chondrocytes; Disc degeneration; Skeletal 
muscle; Spinal cord; Swine

Introduction
Spinal deformity referred to as kyphosis, lordosis, or scoliosis is 
a well-known condition that afflicts humans [1-9]. This condition 
also involves domestic pigs worldwide [10-13]. An association 

with a variety of risk factors has been proposed, including 
developmental malformations, traumatic lesion, inflammation, 
metabolic bone disease, or abnormal body posture [7]. Some 
researchers reported that kyphosis condition in pigs is not 
associated with neurologic problems, metabolic diseases, 
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when the vertebral column was divided into halves. One pig (No. 
3) had fusion of the thoracic vertebrae (synostosis) at the 7th and 
8th level and at the 9th and 10th level, making it impossible to 
sample IVDs between these fused vertebral bodies. Thoracic and 
lumbar segments of the spinal cord and the longissimus thoracis 
muscle were taken for examination.

Tissue samples from 6 pigs with spinal deformity and from 6 
unaffected control animals were fixed in 10% buffered formalin. 
After fixation, transverse tissue sections of each AF were processed 
by using standard histopathologic methods. Transverse sections 
of spinal cord and transverse/longitudinal sections of muscle 
were likewise processed. Paraffin-embedded sections were cut at 
4 µm in thickness and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE). 
Selected sections were stained with periodic acid-Schiff (PAS), 
toluidine blue, elastica van Gieson (EVG), Von Kossa, and luxol fast 
blue (LFB)-HE methods. Immunohistochemical investigation was 
performed by a streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase complex method 
(Histofine SAB-PO kit; Nichirei Corp., Tokyo, Japan), according to the 
instructions provided by the manufacturer. The primary antibody 
used was rabbit polyclonal antibody against myelin basic protein 
(MBP, Nichirei, polyclonal rabbit, prediluted). Immunoreactivity 
was visualized using 3, 3’-diaminobenzidine-tetrahydrochloride 
as chromogen, and the sections were counterstained with 
Mayer’s hematoxylin. For in situ detection of DNA strand breaks, 
in situ TUNEL (terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated 
deoxyuridine triphosphate nick end-labeling) staining was 
applied on selected sections. An in situ Apoptosis Detection kit 
(Takara Biomedicals, Shiga, Japan) was used for the TUNEL assay. 
According to the manufacturer’s instructions, tissue sections 
were covered with the TUNEL reaction mixture containing the 
terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase. Then anti-fluorescein 
isothiocyanate (FITC)-streptavidin- horseradish-peroxidase (HRP) 
conjugate was added to each slide. Color development was 
performed with 3,3’-diaminobenzidine chromogen. The slides 
were counterstained with 3% methyl green.

Results
As given in Table 1, deformity of the thoracic spinal column, either 
kyphosis (case No. 1), lordokyphosis (case No. 2), or lordosis (case 
Nos. 3-6), was diagnosed during carcass inspection at slaughter 
(Figure 1). IVD tissues between such deformed thoracic vertebrae 
exhibited, to varying degrees, the presence of small linear areas 
having a light brown discoloration in the AF of all pigs. These 
discolored areas were demonstrated in parallel to the horizontal 
axis of the concentric layers of AF.

Histopathologic findings in the IVD tissues included 3 main 
lesions in the AF; one was microcavitation or microporosity 
formation in all pigs, another, focal necrosis in 4 pigs, and the 
third, apoptosis of chondrocytes in all pigs. First, the AF of all 6 
pigs exhibited degeneration characterized by the presence of a 
varying degree of clearly delineated microcyst-like spaces, giving 
rise to a microporous or microvacuolar appearance (Figure 2). 
These spaces were detected in 40 of 77 (52%) of the examined 
AFs, consisting of 23 (95.8%) of 24 AFs from deformed spinal 
regions and 17 (32%) of 53 AFs from intact spinal regions. Lesions 

inflammation, or spinal infections [11]. Thus, knowledge of spinal 
deformity in this species remains still in a fluxional stage.

Studies have indicated that spinal cord injury in children may 
cause neuromuscular spinal deformity [14]. Neuromuscular spinal 
deformity is a condition that implies progressive spinal deformity 
associated with neuromuscular disorders, including Parkinson 
disease, cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis, myelomeningocele, 
and myopathy [1,14,15]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, 
pathologic reports of swine cases with neuromuscular spinal 
deformity are scarcely published in the veterinary literature 
perhaps because no disease like it has been recognized in this 
species. From the comparative viewpoint, it is of importance to 
elucidate whether the development of spinal deformity in pigs 
is correlated with pathology of the spinal cord and/or skeletal 
muscle overlying the spinal column.

There is a close relationship between spinal deformity and 
pathology of the intervertebral disc (IVD). In human patients 
with scoliosis, for example, some authors described that a highly 
organized elastic fiber network of IVD is sparse and disrupted, 
and such disorganized elastic fiber network is involved in the 
progression of spinal deformity [16]. Other authors found in 
scoliotic patients changes of disc cell degeneration or necrosis 
[2]. Degeneration of IVD may be a complex process characterized 
by highly intercorrelated biomechanical, biochemical, and 
cellular interactions, though, structural changes occurring in the 
deteriorated disc tissue matrix is not fully explored [17]. In dogs 
of nonchondrodystrophoid breeds, in which diseases involving 
the IVD may occur later in life, IVD degeneration histologically 
takes the form of necrosis [18], while in other domestic animal 
species including pigs, those published reports describing 
detailed histopathologic changes in IVD degeneration appear to 
be limited to a small number.

To evaluate a reciprocal relationship between spinal deformity 
and a triad of IVD, spinal cord, and skeletal muscle, a preliminary 
histopathologic study was conducted on pigs with thoracic 
column deformity.

Methods
Six pigs (Case Nos. 1-6) with spinal deformity and 6 control pigs, 
which had been fattened at different farms, were used for the study. 
All animals, 6 months old, were female Landrace crossbred pigs. 
Animals’ histories and environmental conditions under which they 
were raised were unavailable. The pigs did not show neurologic 
deficits or other significant clinical signs at antemortem physical 
inspection, and were slaughtered at an abattoir on separate days 
over a 5-month period. The animals were electrically stunned 
and killed by exsanguination. After removal of the internal viscera 
and severing of the head depending on the slaughter process, the 
entire length of spinal column was cut mid-sagittally by using an 
electric sawing machine. When the animals were diagnosed as 
having deformed spinal column, as many IVDs as possible were 
immediately removed from the thoracic vertebral column with a 
scalpel. Approximately two-thirds of the annulus fibrosus (AF) and 
a small piece of outer zones of the nucleus pulposus (NP) were 
available for histopathologic examination because approximately 
one-third of the AF and large parts of the NP were lost at a time 
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of such microcavitation were more prominent in those concentric 
layers that were oriented at the same, rather than the alternative, 
angle. In many instances the microcyst-like spaces ranged in 
number between 10 and 30 per 40x field, while several AFs of 3 
pigs (case Nos. 1-3) had more than 80 spaces per the same power 
field (Table 1). Some spaces had a larger size (approximately 110 
µm in diameter) than many others (<45 µm in diameter). No lining 
cells were seen in these spaces. Occasionally, coalescing features 
were present. Many microcyst-like spaces were empty, whereas 
some contained a small to moderate amount of fibrillary, string-
like, or amorphous materials. The latter stained basophilic with 
HE, negative with PAS, orthochromatic with toluidine blue, and 
purplish black with EVG, indicating elastic tissue elements (Figure 
2, inset). Such elastic tissue elements within the spaces were 
either observed in a free state or adhered to the tissue pieces 
exfoliated from the annular matrix. These tissue pieces stained 
weakly eosinophilic with HE, pink with PAS, orthochromatic with 
toluidine blue, and reddish with EVG, indicating collagenous 
tissue elements. Second, in the annular matrix of 4 pigs (case 
Nos. 1-3, 5), there were variably sized necrotic foci ranging from 
approximately 210 to 400 µm in diameter. The incidence rate 
was 2 to 4 per 40x field, involving 1 to 2 AFs per animal (Table 
1). Focal necrotic lesions were characterized by well-delineated, 
hypereosinophilic areas comprised of pyknotic nuclei-like, nuclear 
debris-like, or dust-like substances and large amounts of fibrillary 

to hyalinized materials indicative of necrotic collagen fibers 
(Figure 3). The dust-like substances stained negatively for calcium 
salts with Von Kossa method. The matrix tissue surrounding 
necrotic foci had a poorly organized architecture. There were 
no cellular reactions against necrotic lesions. Third, many 
chondrocytes exhibiting chromatin-condensed or pyknotic nuclei 
and cytoplasmic shrinkage, with or without single cytoplasmic 

Case No. Deformity of the spinal 
column

Histopathologic lesiona in the anuulus fibrosus of the thoracic vertebral column
T1-2 T2-3 T3-4 T4-5 T5-6 T6-7 T7-8 T8-9 T9-10 T10-11 T11-12 T12-13 T13-14 T14-15 T15-16

1 Kyphosis (T9-11)  -  -  -  -  - n/a  +  + +b ++b +  -  - n/a  -
2 Lordokyphosis (T7-16)  -  + n/a  +  +  -  -  +  + + n/a  + ++b ++  +
3 Lordosis (T6-11)  -  -  -  +  + n/a n/a +b n/a  +  +  +  +  ++  -
4 Lordosis (T5-12)  -  -  -  -  +  +  +  +  +  +  + n/a  -  -  -
5 Lordosis (T5-9)  - n/a  -  -  +  +  + +b + b n/a  -  -  -  -  -
6 Lordosis (T5-8)  -  -  -  - n/a  + n/a  +  +  +  +  -  - n/a  -

7-12 No deformity  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  -  -  -  -  -

Table 1 Gross findings in the thoracic spinal column and histopathologic findings in the annulus fibrosus of 6 pigs (Case no’s. 1-6) and age-matched 
control pigs (Case no’s. 7-12).

Figure 1 Case No. 1. Mid-sagittal cut surface of the kyphotic 
thoracic spinal column shows wedge-shaped curvature of 
the 10th thoracic vertebral body (T10). The intervertebral 
discs are grossly unremarkable. The nucleus pulposus of 
the intervertebral disc is almost lost (white arrows) at the 
time of mid-sagittal cutting of the spinal column.

Figure 2 Annulus fibrosus. Transverse section exhibits an 
appearance of microcavitation characterized by a large 
number of microcyst-like spaces in the annulus fibrosus 
matrix. This microporous change is more remarkable 
in the concentric layers oriented at the same angle (A). 
Toluidine blue. Inset: The string-like or fibrillary materials 
(arrows) that stained purplish black adhere to exfoliated 
tissue piece (arrowhead) within a microcyst-like space. 
Elastica van Gieson.
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Apoptotic bodies were scattered adjacent to, or distant from, 
apoptotic chondrocytes. Neither microporous changes, necrotic 
lesions, nor apoptotic chondrocytes were observed in any of the 
control discs (n=6). Outer zones of the NP were unremarkable.

In the thoracic and lumbar spinal cord of all 6 pigs, a few 
myelinated nerve fibers in the white matter exhibited changes 
similar to Wallerian-type degeneration, with no evidence 
for tract specificity in the dorsal, lateral, or ventral funiculus. 
The incidence rate of degenerated nerve fibers was 3 to 7 per 
cross-sectional area of each spinal cord segment. Degenerated 
nerve fibers showed dilation of myelin sheaths with thinned or 
undetectable myelin lamellae in LFB-HE-stained sections. Dilated 
myelin sheaths were empty or contained macrophages (Figure 
4). Some macrophages exhibited degenerative features, such as 
pyknotic nuclei and cytolysis (Figure 4, inset). Dilation of myelin 
sheaths was confirmed as such by strong immunoreactivity for 
MBP (Figure 5). LFB-HE stain did not reveal any areas indicating 
deficit of stainable myelin in the white matter. There was no 
activation of astrocytes. Neurons in the gray matter horn were 
unremarkable. Alteration of myelinated nerve fibers was not 
observed in the control pigs.

The longissimus thoracis muscle of the 6 pigs exhibited the 
presence of a few slightly atrophied muscle fibers (Figure 6). Such 

Figure 3 Annulus fibrosus. Focal necrosis shows hypereosinophilic 
amorphous area containing many granular materials 
indicative of nuclear debris. Chondrocytes (arrows) 
around the necrotic area show pyknotic nuclei. 
Hematoxylin and eosin (HE). Inset: Chondrocyte nucleus 
exhibits TUNEL positivity, and apoptotic body (arrow) is 
seen. TUNEL stain.

Figure 5 Spinal cord. A membrane lining dilated space of myelinated 
nerve fiber in the white matter represents an obvious 
increase in MBP stain intensity (arrow), indicating myelin 
sheath origin of the space. Immunohistochemical stain.

Figure 6 Skeletal muscle. Slightly atrophic muscle fibers (arrows) 
are seen in the longissimus thoracic muscle. HE.

Figure 4 Spinal cord. Myelinated nerve fibers in the white matter 
show dilation of myelin sheath (asterisk) containing 
macrophage (arrow). LFB-HE. Inset: Macrophage within 
dilated myelin sheath exhibits nuclear pyknosis and 
dissolved cytoplasm (arrow). HE.

vacuole, were seen in the AF of 6 pigs. In 4 pigs (case Nos. 1-3, 
5), they were recognized more often in the areas surrounding 
necrotic foci (Figure 3). These chondrocytes stained positively 
with TUNEL assay, indicating apoptotic cell death (Figure 3, inset). 
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fibers occurred sporadically, with no specific group atrophy or 
predilection for any muscle fascicle. Edema of the muscle spindle 
was rarely seen in 1 case (No. 2). Interstitial connective tissues 
showed mild edematous loosening. Intramuscular blood vessels 
and nerve bundles were unremarkable. To a lesser degree, muscle 
fiber atrophy was seen in 3 of the control pigs.

Discussion
Even though morphologic methods may cause artificial tissue 
damage to the IVD [17], the degenerative lesion in the AF of the 
present pigs was distinguished from the artificial product by the 
following reasons. First, macroscopically discolored annular areas 
related to the histopathologic lesions were differentiated from a 
postmortem alteration or artificial phenomenon. All IVDs were 
removed immediately after slaughter of animals. Second, in the 
area of microcavitation, all microcyst-like spaces were clearly 
demarcated from the surrounding annular tissue, and some 
contained collagenous tissue pieces exfoliated from the annular 
matrix, along with those elastic tissue elements, which could 
have partially been dissociated from the elastic fiber network 

that is specific for the annular matrix [19-22]. It is unlikely that 
some collagen/elastic fibers became separate from the annulus 
lamellae and got into the microcyst-like spaces, while sparing 
many other fibers, through the artifact process. Third, necrotic 
foci, which were composed of necrotic chondrocytes/collagen 
fibers, must be an acquired lesion that cannot be produced 
artificially. Last, both the microcavitation and focal necrosis 
were not found in those histologic sections of IVD, which were 
prepared for control pigs (n=6) with the same method as the 6 
pigs with spinal deformity.

Usually in degenerated IVD tissue, deteriorated annulus lamellae 
may become fibrillated, fissured, bifurcated, and interdigitated 
[21,23,24], and the collagen/elastic fiber network become 
disorganized [24]. Precise pathophysiologic mechanism for the 
development of AF microcavitation, described here but not 
reported elsewhere, remains undetermined. However, this 
annular lesion probably resulted from partial degradation and 
loss of the annular matrix components (collagen/elastic fibers), as 
alluded to above. Appearance of this microcavitation may suggest 
that degradation of the extracellular matrix components occurred 
on a small scale but involved multiple sites of the AF, giving rise to 
polymicrocavitation. Identifying the involved collagen types (type 
I, type II, or other type collagen fibrils) [21,25] was unavailable 
in this study. Presumably, the lesion of microcavitation may have 
led to disengagement of proteoglycans and water binding to the 
annular matrix [21,24]. Although relatively uncommon, cyst-like 
spaces or pseudocysts may occur following damage to collagen/
elastic fibers in those tissues that are richly endowed with 
collagen/elastic fibers, like the AF. A notable example is a human 
disorder of large arteries, particularly aortic aneurysm, which 
is pathologically termed cystic medial degeneration (necrosis) 
where fragmentation and loss of collagen/elastic fibers and 
degradation of extracellular elastin create cyst-like spaces within 
the vascular walls [26-28]. Two types of medial degeneration, 
microcystic or disseminated cystic, may occur in that vascular 
disorder [26].

Alternating angled and layered structure of the AF is ideal for 
withstanding large and complex loads in multiple directions, and 
structural changes affect mechanical properties of the AF [19]. 
In the present swine cases, it is assumed that the annular lesion, 
associated with compromised matrix quality and diminished 
mechanical properties [29], may have caused impaired adaptation 
of the AF tissues to compressive or tensile loads. However, it 
remains to be explained why the lesion of microcavitation in 
the AF involved more prominently those concentric lamellae 
that are oriented at the same angle. Occurring in 4 of the 6 
pigs and involving collagen fibers and chondrocytes, another 
structural change ─ focal necrosis ─ may have also played a role in 
microstructural derangement of the AF. Apoptotic chondrocytes 
observed in the lesional AF have been previously described in 
mechanical overload- or trauma-induced IVD degeneration in 
humans, in which the mitochondrial apoptosis signaling pathway 
may mediate, promote, and amplify the disc changes [30,31]. 
Apoptosis is recorded in disc cells of porcine cervical spine that 
underwent traumatic injury [32]. Thus, apoptosis may have 
played an important role in the IVD degeneration, as has been 
demonstrated for many years [33].

It is considered that in the present study, the occurrence of AF 
lesion was linked intrinsically with kyphosis/lordokyphosis/
lordosis, taking into account that the incidence of lesional AF, 
particularly microcavitation, was much higher (23/24, 95.8%) 
between deformed spinal regions than other regions (17/53, 
32%) in the same pigs. In addition, the lesion of focal necrosis 
was of acute nature. These evidences may suggest that the AF 
lesion was a secondary event which followed the occurrence 
of spinal deformity. Given that cellular physiology in the IVD 
is strongly affected by mechanical loading [25], and excessive 
mechanical loading disrupts a disc’s structure [34], the spinal 
deformity-induced physical stress to the IVD may be prospected. 
Although having pathologic images different from those of spinal 
deformity, spondylosis deformans or ankylosing spondylosis 
common in domestic animals such as pigs, bulls, and dogs 
may exhibit degenerative changes in the AF, which follow the 
development of osteophytes [18]. However, finally determining 
whether the AF lesion played a primary role in the development 
of the vertebral deformity or, conversely, it occurred secondary 
to mechanical overlord generated by the spinal deformity should 
await further investigation of the deformed vertebral bodies per 
se. Research into the cartilage endplate should be also taken 
into consideration, given that 1 of the present pigs exhibited 
synostosis.

To a minor extent, degeneration of myelinated nerve fibers was 
found in the spinal cord white matter of all 6 pigs. Degenerated 
myelin sheaths had no more axons, suggesting the involvement of 
both myelin sheaths and axons. The distribution pattern, extent, 
and degree of this nerve fiber alteration were clearly different 
from those described previously in pigs with spinal cord injury 
caused by IVD extrusion [35] and neurodegenerative disorders of 
nutritional, genetic, toxic, dysbaric, or infectious etiologies [36-
40]. The current pigs were not associated with evident neurologic 
impairment antemortem, although subtle motor abnormalities 
cannot be ruled out. Hence, it is likely that such nerve fiber 
alteration did not reach a sufficiently distinctive degree to present 
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recognizable clinical sign, probably representing a subclinical 
lesion.

Having a phenotypic expression similar to some degree to that 
described here, occasional nerve fiber degeneration characterized 
by single, isolated chains of myelin ellipsoids occurs incidentally 
in an otherwise normal funiculus of the spinal cord in mature 
and aged domestic animals [41]. Furthermore, accumulating 
evidence indicates the presence of age-related alteration or loss 
of myelinated nerve fibers in the white matter of human and 
primate central nervous system [42-44]. The pathologic process 
in these instances is complex. For example, an abnormality of 
myelin sheaths, designated as myelin balloon, is recognized 
during aging [42]. On the other hand, the thinner myelinated 
nerve fibers are primarily lost with a relative preservation of 
the thicker ones [43]. Moreover, many myelinated nerve fibers 
degenerate and are lost, while in other myelinated nerve fibers 
only their sheaths degenerate, leaving the axons intact [44]. In 
domestic animals, the frequency of axonal swelling (spheroid 
formation) increases with age [22]. It should be noted that the 
participation of macrophages characteristic of Wallerian-type 
degeneration has scarcely been alluded to and depicted in 
the previously published studies on age-related regression of 
myelinated nerves, indicating that macrophage reaction is not 
necessarily implicated in such nerve fiber regression. Thus, the 
latter phenomenon possibly exhibits a histopathologic phenotype 
distinct from that reported in this study.

Aging would be an unlikely mechanism for the occurrence of 
myelinated nerve fiber degeneration in the pigs here (6 months 
old), even though the brain growth spurt in pigs starts prenatally 
and peaks around birth, similar to that in humans [45], and 
heterogeneous process of cerebral aging is associated with a 
high degree of inter-individual variability [46]. Alternatively, 
there is the likelihood that the nerve fiber alteration was what 
has been correlated with spinal deformity, considering that the 

control spinal cords were unremarkable. Although speculative, 
a possibility that the bending of spinal canal due to vertebral 
column deformity could have given mechanical damage (mild 
and persisting stretch) to myelinated nerve fibers in the spinal 
cord is raised. Indeed, an experimental study using in vitro model 
of axonal stretch revealed physiologic and anatomic damage to 
a small portion of myelinated axons in the white matter strips 
extracted from spinal cord [47]. Another experimental study 
using a recently developed compartmentalized in vitro model 
of primary cortical neurons [48] demonstrated that axonal 
degeneration following mild and repetitive stretch injury involves 
destabilization of the microtubule cytoskeleton of axons [49].

A small number of atrophic muscle fibers in the longissimus 
thoracis muscle were seen not only in the present 6 pigs but also 
in control muscles, indicating that the spinal deformity occurred 
in the absence of significant muscle failure.

It may be actually difficult to totally remove IVDs from live patients 
suffering from spinal deformities, so pathologic elucidation 
of in vivo structural changes in the discs from considerable 
length of the deformed spinal column is challenging. Because 
skeletally immature pigs closely model the human spine [11], the 
histopathologic findings observed in this small study may serve 
as a reference when studying deformities of the thoracic spinal 
column in humans.
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